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Today’s Workshop

• About Cambridge University Press

• Press’ Open Access Initiatives

• Read & Publish
• What is Read & Publish?

• Relevance for Researchers and Faculty Members @ BBAU

• Author Publishing Journey

• Institutional Interaction

• Navigating Cambridge Core

• Service & Support from Cambridge

• Publishing Your Research Article
• How to select a Journal?

• Peer Review Process

• Handling Objections / Rejections

• Plagiarism





Our History



Our Mission
• Not-for-profit

All surplus is reinvested in our publishing infrastructure and services and 

the University – distinguishing us from commercial publishers

• Global

We work with the best scholars and the best universities around the 

world – employing our offices across 6 continents

• Quality

Our commitment to research of the highest quality is fundamental to our 

being - unlike our commercial counterparts.



Publishing 
Partners 



Open Access 

Initiatives of 

Cambridge 

University 

Press



Cambridge & Open Research
Cambridge University Press’s vision in Open Research:

Unlocking the potential of high quality research and working towards

a more impactful, community-led, diverse and efficient Open future

Our University’s OA position statement says:

• The University promotes and supports Open Research….

• An Open Research culture….. accelerates the pursuit of

knowledge and fosters truly international collaboration



Cambridge Open Engage
cambridge.org/engage



Cambridge Open Engage
Cambridge Open Engage is the new early content platform from Cambridge University Press, designed

to provide researchers with the space and resources to connect and collaborate with their

communities, and rapidly disseminate early research.

Benefits for authors:

• Rapidly disseminate early research

• Develop and discuss research with 

peers

• Get analytics on early research 

outputs

• Build an audience for research 

before formal publication

Benefits for researchers:

• Find and collaborate with peers

• Discover early and non-traditional 

OA research

• Extend collaborative benefits of 

conferences through to publication

Benefits for partners: (societies, 

conferences, funders and research 

partners)

• Gain insights into trends and 

growth areas within areas of 

research focus

• Add to value proposition for 

members/faculty

• Get analytics across a range of 

early and open research outputs 

within their organization



10k+ Live Content; 

23m+ Abstract Views; 

5.2m+ downloads

Featured Partners:

Cambridge Open Engage

Key Metrics:



Cambridge Core Share



Using Cambridge Core Share

Find journal 

article

Copy 

link/embed 

into 

email/create 

shareable pdf

Share or post 

the link/pdf

Read-only 

copy of article 

available



What else we are doing…

• Converting subscription journals to open access. In 2019 & 2020 we flipped 10 titles

to open access (Epidemiology & Infection, Primary Healthcare Research &

Development, Netherlands Journal of Geosciences, Genetics Research), with more to

come in 2021.

• Launching innovative open access journals across subject areas. In 2019 we

launched Evolutionary Human Sciences, Data and Policy, Data-centric Engineering,

Wearable Technologies, Gut Microbiome and Experimental Results, with many more

titles actively in development.

• Developing and growing our existing journals to encourage authors to uptake OA.

• Partnering with societies and other organisations to publish high quality OA titles

that serve specific communities.



Gold Open Access Journals

(54)

Journals Accepting Open Access (333)

https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/open-access-policies

https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/open-access-policies/open-access-resources



Read & Publish



What is Read and Publish?

A new model which enables the transition to a world of Open Research. Read and Publish deals

provide an opportunity for institutions to transform their publishing output to Open Access in a

sustainable manner.

Read & Publish deals consider the 'read' (subscription) and 'publish' (Gold OA) as elements and 

includes Gold & Hybrid OA journals

Read: Participating institutions

are granted subscription access

to journals included in their

collection.

Publish: Corresponding authors at

participating institutions are eligible

for an APC discount or waiver when

publishing in hybrid and/or Gold OA

journals.



Read and Publish with Cambridge

We work closely with you to

develop an agreement

tailored to your publishing

profile



Content @ BBAU
• Humanities & Social Science Collection – 264 Journals

• Out of which 250+ journals are Gold and Hybrid OA, eligible for APC waiver under R&P

• Subjects include – Agriculture, Archaeology & Anthropology, Area Studies, Business &

Management, Computer Science, Economics, History, Language & Linguistics, Law,

Philosophy, Politics & International Relations, Psychology, Religious Studies, Social Studies

and more…
Open Access Journals (54)



Open Access Publishing Workflow

• All articles submitted to Cambridge University Press undergo the same

rigorous peer-review to sustain the high quality of our journals.

• The decision to publish an article is not affected by whether it will be published

Open or behind a paywall.



Manuscript Preparation

Author:

• Discovers journal

• Visits journal information page

• Reviews author instructions

• Formats manuscript

Cambridge OA Journals Workflow



Manuscript 
Preparation

• Information on manuscript

preparation is available on

Cambridge Core, via the

journal landing page.

• Wherever possible, we remind

authors to check their

eligibility for APC waivers and

discounts.



Manuscript 
Preparation

• Detailed information for contributors

is available within the journal

information pages, including Open

Access publishing options available

in that journal.

• Pop ups appear on relevant gold OA

and hybrid journal information pages

to invite authors to check their

eligibility for an APC waiver /

discount.



Manuscript 
Preparation

• Details of Read and Publish

agreements are hosted on

Cambridge Core.

• Authors may consult this page

for more information on the

specific terms agreed between

Cambridge and their institution.

https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/open-access-policies/read-and-publish-

agreements



Link to participating institutions and

eligible journals

Link to further guidance and information

about publishing Open Access

Manuscript 
Preparation



Manuscript Submission and Review

Author:

• Navigates to submission system from journal homepage

• Logs into submission system

• Submits manuscript and supplementary materials

• Checks status in online submission system

Cambridge OA Journals Workflow



Manuscript Submission

Authors navigates to the submission system from the journal’s homepage on Cambridge Core



Manuscript Submission

To submit their manuscript,

authors must log in, using

either a username and

password or their ORCID iD



Manuscript Submission



Manuscript Submission

During submission,

the definition and

responsibilities of

the corresponding

author are clearly

stated.



Manuscript Submission

• Following submission,

the author’s manuscript

enters the peer review

process.

• For hybrid journals,

authors are not able to

select Gold OA at this

stage.*

*Authors are able to indicate that they wish to publish OA upon acceptance



Manuscript Decision

Author:

• Receives acceptance email

• Chooses creative commons licence

Cambridge OA Journals Workflow



Manuscript Decision

If an article is accepted, following the

completion of any revisions required,

authors will receive an acceptance

email.

Authors must then complete an

author publishing agreement.

This is the key decision point for

the author to make their article OA.

The acceptance email links to the

journal information page, where

authors can select the appropriate

form.



• Authors must complete a Gold Open Access

agreement and select a creative commons license.

• Information on creative commons licenses is

available at: www.cambridge.org/creative-commons

• A record will then be created in Cambridge’s

production tracking system.

Manuscript Decision

• The acceptance email links to the journal information

page, where authors can select the appropriate form.

• This is the key decision point for the author to make

their article OA.

http://www.cambridge.org/creative-commons
http://www.cambridge.org/creative-commons
http://www.cambridge.org/creative-commons
http://www.cambridge.org/creative-commons
http://www.cambridge.org/creative-commons
http://www.cambridge.org/creative-commons
http://www.cambridge.org/creative-commons


Transaction Process

• Rightslink® send an e-mail to the author

• Author completes waiver claim through Rightslink®

Cambridge OA Journals Workflow



Transaction Process
Author completes author publishing 

agreement

Production record updated & Rightslink 

transaction process triggered

Author receives email from Rightslink and 

seeks funding from institution

Rightslink transaction complete

Production process continues

Funding automatically approved

Automatic 

Approvals 

ON

Author recognised as affiliated with a R&P 

deal 

Automatic 

Approvals 

OFF

Librarian approves funding

Once an author has completed their OA licensing

agreement, the Rightslink® transaction process is

triggered.

Authors affiliated to an institution with an R&P

deal do not interact with the transaction

process.

Rightslink® match the article with a publishing

agreement and automatically discount the APC.

Articles can be automatically approved, or

institutions can approve or deny funding. These

approvals can be switched on or off at any time

throughout the agreement.



Institutional Interaction

• Institutional administrators Approve or Deny APC request

Read & Publish Overview



Institution interaction

Touch free functionality works with or

without institution interaction.

Institutions can opt for articles to be

approved automatically (the “hands-off”

approach).

If automatic approvals are turned OFF, the

administrator will need to go into Agreement

Manager to approve or deny the funding.

Automatics approvals can be switched on or

off at any time throughout the agreement.

Rightslink® transaction process 

triggered

Rightslink transaction complete

Article goes into production

Automatic 

Approvals 

ON

Automatic

Approvals 

OFF

Librarian approves funding















Navigating



Cambridge Core
Cambridge Core is the academic platform from Cambridge University Press bringing

together over 42,000 eBooks and 400 Journals.

Cambridge Core is…..
• Informed by extensive market research

• Built with researcher needs at its centre

• Fast, intuitive and with a high performing search function

• Fully responsive for all devices



Journals on Cambridge Core

• 400+ journals, 90% indexed in SCI/SSCI/AHCI

• 6 journals rank Top 1* in 8 categories:

• 15 journals rank Top 5*, 32 journals rank Top10* 

in their categories

• 72.8% journals are published with Academic 

societies and institutions worldwide

– Behavioral Sciences

– History of Social Sciences

– International Relations

– Logic

– Mathematics

– Microscopy

– Political Science

– Biological Psychology

*2019 Journals Citation Reports ©Clarivate Analytics



Cambridge Journals - Publishing Partners



Cambridge Journals – Leading Journals

Impact Factor*: 8.455

Ranking

1/324 Mathematics

Impact Factor*: 

17.333

Ranking
1/53 Behavioral Sciences

1/14 Psychology, 

Biological

3/271 Neurosciences

Impact Factor*: 5.0

Ranking
2/95 International 

Relations

2/180 Political Science

Impact Factor*: 1.532

Ranking
1/31 History of Social 

Sciences

Impact Factor*: 3.414

Ranking

1/9 Microscopy

Impact Factor*: 1.076

Ranking

2/21 Logic

*2019 Journals Citation Reports ©Clarivate Analytics



4 Peace4 Literature18 Medicine /

Physiology

40 Economic 

Sciences 37 Chemistry34 Physics170+
Nobel Prize Laureates 

in books, journals & the 

journals of its partners

Cambridge eBooks
Award Winning Publishing

40 CHOICE Outstanding 

Academic Titles in 2020 6 PROSE 2020 winners & 

15 honorable mentions

26
American Political Science 

Association (APSA) Awards 

in 2019 3
British Medical Association 

(BMA) Award winners in

2019

MAJOR AWARDS

31
Law

173
Politics

110
History

28
Literature

9
Life Sciences

11
Statistics

AWARDS BY SUBJECT (since 2014)

• Top 5. Leader in Mental Health / Clinical Brain sciences

• Also focus on Reproductive Medicine / Obstetrics & Gynecology, Anesthesia & Critical Care, Emergency Medicine & Pathology



Connect with Us

academic.marketing.india@cambridge.or

g

cambridge.org/gb/academic

linkedin.com/in/CambridgeIndia

facebook.com/CambridgeIndiaAcademic

@CambridgeIndia



Thank You!


